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We find the first binary black hole event horizon with a toroidal topology. It has been predicted that
generically the event horizons of merging black holes should briefly have a toroidal topology. However, such a
phase has never been seen in numerical simulations. Instead, in all previous simulations, the topology of the
event horizon transitions directly from two spheres during the inspiral to a single sphere as the black holes
merge.We findacoordinate transformation to a foliationof spacelikehypersurfaces that “cut a hole” through the
event horizon surface, resulting in a toroidal event horizon, thus reconciling the numericalworkwith theoretical
expectations. The demonstration requires extremely high numerical precision,which ismadepossible by a new
event horizon codedescribed in a companionpaper.A torus couldpotentially provide amechanism for violating
topological censorship. However, these toroidal event horizons satisfy topological censorship by construction,
because we can always trivially apply the inverse coordinate transformation to remove the topological feature.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.94.064009
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well established that stationary black hole spacetimes
contain an event horizon with a spherical topology, assuming
the dominant energy condition holds [1–3]. If the black hole
is allowed to be dynamical, Gannon [4] showed that smooth
black hole event horizons could have either a spherical or a
toroidal topology. Topological censorship places an upper
bound on the lifetime of any topological structure such as a
toroidal event horizon, where the torus must collapse faster
than it would take light to traverse it [5–7]. Otherwise, an
observer would be able to probe the topological structure
of the torus by passing a light ray through the hole.
Equivalently, a different foliation of the spacetime can
always be chosen such that the toroidal event horizon has
a spherical topology [8,9]. Numerical simulations of the
collapse of a rotating distribution of matter showed that event
horizons can indeed initially form with a short-lived toroidal
topology that quickly transitions to a sphere [10,11].
The situation with merging black holes is more com-
plicated. Siino [9] and Husa and Winicour [12] predicted
that the event horizon of a generic binary black hole
system should briefly exhibit a toroidal topology during
the merger. However, no toroidal event horizons have been
found in numerical simulations of merging black holes,
where the topology has only been seen to transition from
two spheres during the inspiral to a single sphere after the
merger.1 Cohen et al. [14] found that the spatial cross
section of the event horizon during merger has spherical
topology, but the horizon structure suggested that a differ-
ent spacetime foliation should reveal a torus. Simulations of
three black holes [15] and eight black holes in a ring [16]
similarly did not exhibit a toroidal event horizon. These
studies suggest an apparent disagreement between numeri-
cal simulations and the expectation that the topology of
merging event horizons is toroidal in general. In this paper,
we resolve this apparent disagreement.
We locate event horizons in binary black hole (BBH)
mergers by utilizing a theorem stating that the event horizon
is generated by null geodesics having no future end point
[1,17,18], meaning they will never leave the event horizon
(EH) surface in the future. The method is based on choosing
a set of outgoing null geodesics that lie on the apparent
horizon (AH) of the remnant black hole at the end of the
BBH simulation when the horizon is nearly stationary [19]
and integrating the geodesics backward in time [10,11,14,
19–22]. The convention that we will follow in this paper is to
call these geodesics event horizon generators, although they
are only very good approximations to the true generators
[14]. Whereas generators of the horizon have no future end
point, while tracing the generators backward in time, some
may “leave” the event horizon surface where they meet other
generators of the horizon. These meeting points are impor-
tant in the study of event horizon topologies and are called
caustics where infinitesimally neighboring generators join
together and crossover points where non-neighboring gen-
erators cross paths [9,11,12,14,23]. After they leave the
event horizon surface backward in time, generators are
known as future generators of the horizon.
When viewing the event horizon forward in time, future
generators become generators of the event horizon after they
join at either caustics or crossover points. Browdy et al. [24]
found that the topology of the event horizon must be
spherical once future event horizon generators cease joining
the event horizon, which limits any potential toroidal
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1We are specifically discussing the topology of slices of the event
horizon on Cauchy surfaces as opposed to the global topology of
the 2þ 1-dimensional event horizon hypersurface. The topology of
the event horizon has only been seen initially as the disjoint union
of two spheres (S2⊔S2) that transitions to a single sphere (S2)
through an instantaneous state called thewedge sum of two spheres
(S2∨S2) [13]. Wewill ignore the fine distinction between a disjoint
union and a wedge sum and just consider the union hereafter.
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topology to times when future generators are still joining the
horizon. Therefore, it is critical to accurately identify the
time and location of caustics and crossover points.
In this paper, we find that the topology of the event horizon
for binary black hole systems does transition from two
spheres (2 × S2) to a single sphere (S2) in the gauge used
to merge the binary with the Spectral Einstein Code (SPEC)
[25–28], in agreement with previous results [14]. However,
the event horizon is a 2þ 1-dimensional hypersurface of
which the topology can depend on the foliation of the
spacetime [8,9]. When considering how future generators
join the event horizon, the set of crossover points is known to
live on a spacelike hypersurface that becomes asymptotically
null as this hypersurface approaches a set of caustics [11].
Therefore, there must exist a spacelike foliation that cuts a
hole out of the spacelike surface of crossover points, resulting
in a short-lived toroidal event horizon.We showexplicitly that
the event horizon topology can be toroidal (T 2) in a spacelike
foliation of the spacetime, as shown in Fig. 1, by applying a
coordinate transformation to the coordinate system used in
SPEC to evolve the binary. This confirms that merging black
hole event horizons have a spacelike hypersurface through
which a spacelike foliation of the spacetime can cut a hole,
reconciling the apparent disagreement between numerical
simulations and theoretical expectations. The holes through
these toroidal event horizons are both short lived and spatially
small, requiring significant temporal resolution of the event
horizon simulation and adaptive refinement of the placement
of event horizon generators. Overcoming these significant
computational challenges was required to find the toroidal
topology. We describe how this was done in our companion
paper [29].
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we
present a coordinate transformation designed to find a new
spacetime foliation where the event horizon has a toroidal
topology. We begin in Sec. III A by studying a toy model
horizon of a spherical wavefront in flat spacetime, where
there are no crossovers. In Sec. III B, we analyze a head-on
BBH merger and find a future generator structure similar to
the spherical wavefront model that prohibits the possibility
of a toroidal event horizon in any spacelike foliation of the
spacetime. However, in Sec. III C, we show a toy model
horizon of an ellipsoidal2 wavefront in flat spacetime
where the caustic and crossover distribution allows for a
torodial reslicing. Utilizing what we learn with the ellip-
soidal model, we are able to directly reslice an equal mass
inspiral EH into a short-lived torus in Sec. III D. Finally, in
Sec. III E, we show that a similar coordinate transformation
of the EH can produce a “baby” event horizon that appears
briefly during BBH mergers, before all three surfaces
connect.
II. RESLICING THE EVENT HORIZON
The binary black hole event horizons we simulated
for this work do not show a toroidal topology using the
SPEC time coordinate. However, the event horizon is a
2þ 1-dimensional hypersurface, and the simulation time
coordinate describes only one possible spacelike foliation
of the hypersurface. The generalized harmonic time slicing
of our binary black hole simulations [31] may not be
conducive to producing toroidal event horizons [14,22].
We specify in this section a coordinate transformation from
the coordinate system of the BBH evolution to a new
coordinate system to explore the possibility of another time
slicing yielding a toroidal event horizon.
In the companion [29] to this paper, we introduce a
complete replacement for the previous event horizon finding
code in SPEC [14,22]. The overall method is the same as
before, where we evolve a set of event horizon generators
backward in time to trace out the horizon surface. At each
time, we connect the generators together to form a polygon
approximating a smooth surface with the topology of a
sphere that may be self-intersecting. This surface does not
approximate the event horizon only but the union of the true
event horizon and the locus of the future generators [32]. The
new event horizon finder is fully adaptive and so can resolve
fine-scale features of the event horizon. This feature is
crucial to demonstrating the existence of a toroidal topology.
To make the discussion concrete, consider a head-on
equal mass binary black hole merger, shown in Fig. 2. We
see a spatial cross section of apparent horizon surfaces
shown in blue or green, event horizon surfaces shown in
orange, and the future generator surface shown in
FIG. 1. Event horizon with a toroidal topology, shown in a
different time slicing than the one used in the SPEC simulation.
The binary black hole simulation has a mass ratio of 1.25 and spin
parameters consistent with the first BBH system Advanced LIGO
detected [30]. The inset figure in the bottom left corner shows a
zoomed-in and slightly rotated viewpoint of the hole in the event
horizon. The horizon is colored by SPEC simulation time t, which
wewill show in Sec. II should have smaller values near the hole in
this slicing.
2Here “ellipsoidal” refers to an oblate ellipsoid that is not a
coordinate sphere.
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translucent purple. In panel a, sufficiently long before the
merger, the event horizon surfaces lie almost on top of the
blue apparent horizon surfaces, which are hardly visible
at this time. The future generator surface is comprised of
future generators that will join onto the event horizon
surface in the future. When rotating this panel about the
rotational axis of symmetry, the union of the event horizon
surfaces and future generator surface forms a smooth S2. In
panel b, shortly before the merger, the future generator
surface is shrinking because some of the future generators
have joined the event horizon between this time and the
time of the previous panel. We can see the difference
between the AH and EH surfaces increases as we get closer
to the merger. There are no more future generators in panel
c since they have all joined the event horizon surface, and
therefore the event horizon surface must be S2 [24].
In panel d, a common apparent horizon shown in green
has formed around the two interior apparent horizons, and
all three apparent horizons lie entirely on or within the
event horizon, as they should. As time progresses to panels
e and f, we stop tracking the blue inner apparent horizons,
the event horizon settles to a stationary state, and the
common apparent horizon in green approaches the event
horizon until the two surfaces eventually coincide. With
this picture in mind, the method is to evolve generators
backward in time from panel f toward panel a, which traces
out the union of the event horizon surface with the future
generator surface. Backward in time, some generators leave
the event horizon surface as seen in panels b and a, so we
must be able to identify which generators leave the surface
and when they leave.
One of the shortcomings of our previous event horizon
finder was the lack of flexibility to refine the distribution of
event horizon generators in certain regions of interest. In the
companion paper, we present a new method of distributing
and maintaining a set of event horizon generators to address
these issues. In particular, we now have the ability to study in
much greater detail the region where future generators join
the event horizon surface.
In Fig. 3, we show a 2þ 1-dimensional representation of
a BBH event horizon through merger. The slice St is a
constant t slice through the event horizon at a timewhen the
topology is two spheres, similar to panels a and b of Fig. 2.
At this time, event horizon generators are joining the event
horizon through, in general, both crossover points and
caustics. Connecting the crossover points together forms a
spacelike hypersurface denoted as X , and connecting the
caustic points forms spacelike hypersurfaces denoted
as C that form the boundary of the crossover region.
Considering slices of constant t in this example, the event
horizon topology is never toroidal. However, a different
spacelike slice St¯ could dip through X to form a toroidal
event horizon with P a point in the middle of the hole. In
essence, we are looking for a slice where generators in the
crossover region are delayed near merger, similar to St¯.
To accomplish this delay, we use a coordinate trans-
formation of the form
x¯i ¼ xi ð1aÞ
t¯ ¼ tþ Gðxj; tÞ; ð1bÞ
where t¯ and x¯i are the coordinates after the transformation
and Gðxj; tÞ is some smooth function of position and time.
Equivalently, t ¼ t¯ − Gðxj; tÞ, such that a slice of constant t¯
is associated with a smaller t value where Gðxj; tÞ is larger.
Therefore, the value of Gðxj; tÞ controls how delayed
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
FIG. 2. Cross sections through apparent horizons and the locus
of event horizon generators for a head-on BBH merger. Shown
in translucent purple are future generators of the horizon that
continuously merge onto the event horizon, shown in orange,
until the merger in panel (c). Shown as blue curves in panels
(a–d) are apparent horizons associated with the two individual
black holes, and shown as a green curve in panels (d–f) is a
common apparent horizon.
FIG. 3. A 2þ 1-dimensional “pair of pants” representation of
slices of constant time St and St¯ through a BBH event horizon.
The hypersurface St is a slice of constant twhen the event horizon
topology is two spheres, such as panel a or panel b of Fig. 2.
X represents the spatial hypersurface of crossover points, which
is surrounded on both sides by lines of caustics denoted by C.
The event horizon is toroidal on the spatial hypersurface St¯,
a slice of constant t¯; the center of the hole in the torus is P.
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generators at ðxj; tÞ are in the constant t¯ slicing. An
example of an event horizon on a constant t¯ slice is shown
in Fig. 1, where the surface is colored by the associated t
value and generators near the hole in the event horizon
correspond to earlier t values.
The transformation has the Jacobian matrix
J ¼ ∂ðt¯; x¯
iÞ
∂ðt; xjÞ ¼

1þ ∂tG ∂jG
0 δij

: ð2Þ
The normal to surfaces of constant t¯ is given by
n¯μ ¼ −α¯∇μt¯; ð3Þ
where α¯ is the lapse in the barred coordinates. We can solve
for α¯ from the normalization of the normal, ~n · ~n ¼ −1,
giving
α¯2 ¼ α
2
ð1þ ∂tG − βk∂kGÞ2 − α2γijð∂iGÞð∂jGÞ ; ð4Þ
where βk is the shift vector and γij is the three-metric. The
denominator of Eq. (4) must be greater than zero to obtain a
foliation of the spacetime with spacelike hypersurfaces,
since we know α2 is greater than zero.
For the function Gðt; xjÞ, we choose a three-dimensional
ellipsoidal Gaussian, with one dimension in time, one along
a specified major axis, and the other in the minor plane
perpendicular to the major axis. This gives ten free
parameters to be specified: the amplitude (A), the time
center and time width (t0 and σt), the spatial center (~r0), the
major axis direction (rˆmaj), and the major and minor widths
(σmaj and σmin). A two-dimensional example is shown in
Fig. 4, where the time dimension has been omitted, and the
plane perpendicular to rˆmaj has been projected down into
one dimension. The function Gðt; xjÞ has the form
Gðt; xjÞ ¼ A exp½−ðt − t0Þ2=ð2σ2t Þ
× exp½−½rˆmaj · ð~x − ~r0Þ2=ð2σ2majÞ
× exp ½−ðð~x − ~r0Þ2 − ½rˆmaj · ð~x − ~r0Þ2Þ=ð2σ2minÞ;
ð5Þ
where the first exponential localizes the Gaussian to the time
of merger, the second preferentially modifies geodesics
along some major axis, and the third limits the range in
the plane perpendicular to the major axis. The major axis is
chosen in the thinnest direction of the small neck connecting
the two black holes just after merger, which we will analyze
in Sec. III D. This choice produces time slices that cut
through the spacelike crossover surface arising during the
merger, as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 3. After finding Gaussian
parameters that yield a toroidal event horizon on at least one
constant t¯ slice, it is sufficient to verify that the new lapse is
positive and real using Eq. (4).
To reslice the event horizon in practice, we first trace a
set of generators to locate the EH in the generalized
harmonic coordinate system used to merge the binary in
SPEC, as detailed in the companion paper [29]. During the
generator evolution, we record the generator locations at a
set of times that are finely spaced as the event horizons
merge and coarsely spaced after the merger. Using Eq. (1b),
we then calculate t¯ for each generator at each of these times.
We want the locations of the generators on constant t¯ slices,
and we accomplish this with a third-order Lagrange
interpolation polynomial in t¯. The spacetime location
where an EH generator joins the horizon is a spacetime
event, so we simply apply the coordinate transformation to
determine when the generator joins the horizon in the
barred coordinate system.
III. DISCUSSION
Previous studies of merging event horizons infer the
possibility of a toroidal event horizon by studying the
distribution of caustics and crossover points during
the merger. As discussed in Sec. II, the set of crossover
points is known to live on a spacelike hypersurface that
becomes asymptotically null as the surface approaches a set
of caustics [11]. There should therefore exist a spacelike
foliation of the spacetime that cuts a hole out of the
spacelike surface of crossover points, resulting in a
short-lived toroidal event horizon. In this section, we are
interested in explicitly finding such a reslicing where the
event horizon has a toroidal topology.
It is useful to first study null hypersurfaces in flat space,
where the distribution of caustics and crossover points is
known analytically. We will use these wavefronts as model
horizons and refer to them as “horizons” for convenience in
the spherical model in Sec. III A and in the ellipsoidal
model in Sec. III C. These models were introduced by
Shapiro et al. [11] and also studied by Siino [8].
FIG. 4. Representation of two spatial dimensions of the
Gaussian function Gðt; xjÞ from Eq. (1b), where darker colored
regions represent larger values of Gðt; xjÞ. rˆmaj is an input
parameter that specifies the major axis direction of the Gaussian.
All directions in the plane perpendicular to rˆmaj are treated
equally.
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All of the systems in this discussion section can be found
on the SXS Collaboration website [33] on the page
in Ref. [34].
A. Spherical model
We trace generators for a spherical wavefront backward
in time through the Minkowski spacetime until all the
generators leave the horizon through a caustic or a cross-
over point. These points are identified using the same
algorithms as used for binary black hole event horizons,
described in the methods paper [29]. The initial data for this
model horizon are a sphere of radius 1 at t ¼ 0, shown in
Fig. 5, where the z axis is an axis of rotation. Generators are
placed on the sphere pointing perpendicular to the surface
outward and evolved backward in time through flat space,
where the black dashed arrows denote some generators
of the horizon and the dotted teal lines show the corre-
sponding generator trajectories. The generators begin the
simulation on the surface, and we search for caustics or
crossover points to determine if and when generators leave
the horizon backward in time.
Because of the symmetry of the system, all future
generators must join onto the horizon at the same location
and time through a caustic, since all the generators meet
together at the origin. The code properly labels all of the
generators as joining through caustics, and we do not find a
surface of crossover points, as expected. The lack of a
crossover surface makes this model illustrative for the
head-on merger of equal mass black holes as featured in the
following section.
Since there is no crossover surface, which would form a
spacelike hypersurface, we should not expect to be able to
find a slicing of the spacetime that yields a toroidal surface,
so this provides a good test of our reslicing algorithm.
Using the coordinate transformation in Sec. II with a flat
metric and σt set large enough to keep the transformation
independent of time, the new lapse from Eq. (4)
simplifies to
α¯2 ¼ 1
1 − δijð∂iGÞð∂jGÞ : ð6Þ
We must therefore keep the spatial gradients of Gðxj; tÞ
small to maintain a spacelike foliation. However, we know
that any coordinate transformation will preserve events.
In particular, the caustic event where all the generators meet
at the origin of the coordinate system will be preserved,
meaning all the generators will join the horizon at the same
time in all foliations of the spacetime.
Figure 6 shows this surface in two foliations of the
spacetime, where the top row shows the original slicing
with spherical initial data and the bottom row shows the
resliced horizon. It is important to reiterate that we will
show horizons going forward in time from left to right, but
the generator evolution is performed backward in time from
right to left in these figures. Therefore, the initial data for
the spherical model are in the top row of the rightmost
panel. The bottom row is an attempt at a coordinate
transformation into a new slicing of the spacetime to look
for a torus.
Going along the top row from left to right, all the
generators are initially future generators of the horizon, as
indicated by the translucent purple color. As coordinate
time progresses forward, all the generators meet together at
a single point in time just before panel b, where they join
the surface through a caustic at the origin. The surface
continues to expand linearly through panel c until reaching
the unit sphere.
The bottom row paints a very similar picture, where we
have applied the coordinate transformation in Eq. (1b) to
search for a toroidal topology. We tried a variety of
FIG. 5. Initial data configuration for the spherical model
horizon in flat space. The orange circle, when rotated about
the z axis, forms the sphere used as initial data for the generator
tracing. Along this surface, we place null geodesics normal to the
surface as described in the companion paper [29], illustrated as
black dashed arrows. The green dashed lines show where the
generators came from earlier in coordinate time and that the
trajectories all met at the origin at the same time in the past.
FIG. 6. Generator surface for the spherical horizon model in
Sec. III A, shown in two different coordinate systems. The top
row shows a slice of constant t coordinate, which is the original
coordinate system of the spherical model, and the bottom row
shows a slice of constant t¯ coordinate after using the trans-
formation in Eq. (1b). Regions of the surface colored in trans-
lucent purple denote areas of future generators that are not
currently part of the horizon surface, and orange denotes areas
where generators are on the horizon surface.M is the unit of time
in this coordinate system, where the speed of light is 1.
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parameters with similar results but show the values from
Case A of Table I for these figures. Just as in the original
slicing, all the generators join at the same time through a
caustic just before panel b. The coordinate transformation
changes the shape of the horizon but leaves the topology
unaffected.
It is instructive to simplify horizons by taking a slice
through the surface. In Fig. 7, we take a slice through the
spherical model horizon along the major axis of the
Gaussian coordinate transformation, such that a rotation
of the slice produces the full surface in both coordinate
systems. To analyze exactly how generators join the
horizon, we have magnified the spatial and temporal scales
relative to Fig. 6. Note that the rows show slices of constant
time in different coordinate systems, so we do not expect
events such as the joining of generators onto the horizon to
align. In the top row, the generators join the horizon in
panel b simultaneously at a single point, and similarly for
the bottom row in panel c.
Though the surfaces appear different in the two coor-
dinate systems, we see clearly that the caustic event is
preserved under coordinate transformation. Therefore, the
horizon of this model instantaneously transitions from not
existing to having a spherical topology independent of the
slicing as expected.
B. Equal mass head-on merger
The simplest binary black hole merger to study is the
head-on merger of equal mass nonspinning black holes.
The system we consider has black holes initially at rest
centered at 25Myˆ, whereM is the total mass of the black
holes. This binary has rotational symmetry about the y axis
connecting the two black holes as well as a mirror
symmetry about the xz-plane halfway between the black
holes. The expectation for the topology of this event
horizon is two spheres before the merger that transition
to a single sphere, with no toroidal phase in any slicing of
the spacetime [12,23,35].
Straightforward symmetry arguments show that the
event horizon topology must be composed of only spheres,
as we now show. In this system, the resultant black hole
after the merger settles down to a static Schwarzschild
horizon since there is no angular momentum in the system
about the origin. The initial data for the event horizon
simulation are therefore a spherically symmetric surface.
Consider the event horizon generators at the intersection
between the EH and the y ¼ 0mirror plane, forming a ring.
The generators on this ring should initially look exactly
like those in the spherical model shown in Fig. 5. These
generators must remain in this plane for the entire simu-
lation owing to the mirror symmetry. Furthermore, the
spacetime is axisymmetric about the y axis, and so the
generators must respect this symmetry and remain in a
circle in this coordinate system. We can see from these
symmetries that the generators in the mirror plane must all
join simultaneously through a caustic at the origin, identical
to the spherical model horizon in Sec. III A. When
considering planes where y ≠ 0, the rotational symmetry
still enforces that the intersection of the plane and the event
horizon always remains circular, where all the generators in
a circle similarly join the EH through a caustic along the y
axis. We can parametrize all the future generators into rings
by where along the y axis they join the EH. In any
coordinate system, the generators in a given ring are either
all future generators at a given time or all true generators of
the EH. Because generators never cross after joining the EH
surface, it is therefore impossible for a torus to form in any
coordinate slicing of the head-on merger. Changing the
number of S2 EH surfaces is, however, possible with
certain coordinate transformations that change the relative
times when neighboring rings join the EH, as we will see in
Sec. III E.
Another way to state the argument is based on the lack of
a crossover surface. The 2þ 1-dimensional event horizon
hypersurface is null everywhere except for where future
generators join the EH through caustics or crossover points,
where it is spacelike. Using coordinate transformations, we
FIG. 7. Zoomed-in slices of the spherical horizon in flat space,
covering a small duration of time near panel b in Fig. 6. The full
surface is generated by rotating these slices around the vertical
direction of the figure. The color scheme and coordinate systems
are the same as in Fig. 6.
TABLE I. Sets of parameters supplied to the Gaussian coordinate transformation in Eq. (1b), used in different
circumstances throughout this paper. The unit M is the unit of the corresponding coordinate system, where it is the
total mass of the black holes for BBH simulations.
Case A ~r0 t0 σt rˆmaj σmaj σmin
A 5 × 10−2M ~0 0 ∞ zˆ 1M 5 × 10−2M
B 3 × 10−2M ~0 417.424M 1M zˆ 1M 2 × 10−2M
C 5 × 10−2M ~0 7540.018M 3M
ﬃﬃ
2
p
2
ð−xˆþ yˆÞ 1M 2 × 10−2M
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can only cut a hole through the event horizon hypersurface
where it is spacelike, along the inseam of the pair of pants
in Fig. 3. We already argued that there are only caustics
(and so no crossover points) in the coordinate system where
the BBH system is axisymmetric and that coordinate
transformations preserve these caustics. The inseam of
the pair of pants is thus one dimensional and composed of
only caustics, and the rest of the event horizon hypersurface
is null; therefore, there is no two-dimensional spacelike
hypersurface through which to cut a hole in the EH.
Figure 8 shows the event horizon surface before, during,
and after the black hole merger. The parameters of the
coordinate transformation are labeled Case B in Table I.
The event horizon in these two coordinate systems looks
virtually indistinguishable because the spatial scale of the
coordinate transformation is small compared to the scale
of the figure. Topologically, both coordinate systems are
identical. We have one spherical surface for each event
horizon (2 × S2) in panel a. After all the future generators
join the EH, the horizon transitions into a single S2 shown
in panel b and remains that way.
Figure 9 shows spatial slices through the mirror sym-
metry plane. The top row shows the event horizon in the
slicing used for the SPEC BBH spacetime evolution, and
the bottom row shows the transformed slicing. These slices
look similar to slices of the spherical model shown in
Fig. 7, where the t coordinate slice in the top row remains a
circle and generators on the circle join the horizon
simultaneously through a caustic.
Just as in the spherical model, we cannot alter the relative
timing of when the generators join the horizon in this slice,
since these generators meet at a single event in spacetime,
and coordinate transformations preserve events. We perform
a reslicing anyway to illustrate the point and to test our code.
In the bottom row of Fig. 9, we see small scale deformations
along the top and bottom of the ring. Because of the
coordinate transformation in Eq. (1b), generators in regions
where Gðxi; tÞ is relatively large are delayed in the t¯ slicing,
causing the small bumps in panels a and d. The caustic event
where generators join the horizon occurs in panel c, showing
that the caustic is preserved by the coordinate transforma-
tion. No hole in this event horizon could possibly exist
because of the lack of a crossover surface.
Independent of the slicing of the spacetime, the head-on
binary starts as a set of spheres and transitions to a single
sphere. These results are consistent with the findings
in Refs. [12,23,35], as well as the spherical model in
Sec. III A. The highest resolution of the SPEC BBH
evolution was used for these figures, but the topological
structure is the same in all three resolution levels of the
SPEC evolution.
C. Ellipsoidal model
The prediction of Siino [9] and Husa and Winicour [12]
is that toroidal event horizons should appear in generic
BBH mergers, where there is no axis of symmetry. We
analyze in this section an ellipsoidal wavefront, identical to
the oblate spheroid model in Refs. [8,11], that provides a
more generic caustic and crossover distribution than the
spherical wavefront model in Sec. III A. The appearance of
both caustics and crossovers makes this model illustrative
for generic BBH mergers, such as the equal mass inspiral
featured in the following section.
The initial data for the generator evolution are similar to
the spherical model, but we place generators normal to the
ellipsoid
x2 þ y2
2
þ z2 ¼ 1; ð7Þ
shown in Fig. 10. Figure 11 shows this ellipsoidal horizon
on a few time slices using the same color scheme and layout
FIG. 8. Event horizon generator surfaces for the equal mass head-on binary. The t slicing in the top row is almost identical to the t¯
slicing in the bottom row, because of the small size of the Gaussian parameters relative to the horizon scale.
FIG. 9. Slices in the mirror symmetry plane of Fig. 8, near the
time the EHs merge. The generators join the EH simultaneously
through a caustic in both coordinate systems.
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as Fig. 6. In agreement with Shapiro et al. [11], the first
generators to join the horizon join at the origin through
crossover points in the top row of panel c. The horizon is
smooth everywhere, apart from a one-dimensional ring
around the outside of the horizon where generators con-
tinue to join through crossover points. If we connect these
crossover events to form a surface, we obtain a two-
dimensional spacelike hypersurface in the equatorial plane
(the xy-plane). Much later, the last future generators join
the horizon along the outside ring in the equatorial plane,
forming a one-dimensional ring of caustic events. This
slicing therefore shows only a spherical topology.
The bottom row of Fig. 11 shows the horizon after the
coordinate transformation in Eq. (1b) with parameters
identical to those used in the spherical model (case A of
Table I). While applying coordinate transformations will
ensure that spacetime events such as caustic or crossover
points are preserved, the relative time between neighboring
caustic or crossover points can be altered. This coordinate
transformation is sufficient to obtain a horizon that initially
appears with a toroidal topology as shown in the bottom
row of panel c. The horizon is smooth apart from two
one-dimensional rings where crossover generators continue
to join the surface. One ring is on the outside of the torus,
and the other is on the inside. Shortly after the torus forms,
the hole in the horizon closes, leaving the same spherical
topology as seen in the top row of panel c.
As we did for the spherical model, in Fig. 12, we take a
slice through the horizon along the z axis to learn why it
was possible to apply a coordinate transformation and
obtain a torus. The spatial and temporal scales are magni-
fied in this figure compared to Fig. 11 to showcase how the
generators join the surface in both coordinate systems.
Panel a of Fig. 12 shows a slice of future generators with
a quite different shape compared to what is seen in the
spherical model. In the top row of panel b, generators begin
to join the horizon through crossover points, where gen-
erators from the top half of the slice meet the bottom half.
The horizon instantaneously appears as an S2. In the t¯
slicing of the bottom row, the generators in the middle of
the slice are delayed relative to their neighbors because of
the positive Gaussian in the coordinate transformation. The
delay is sufficient to cause the first generators that join the
horizon to be spatially separated on the slice as seen in
panel c. After rotating about the vertical axis of symmetry,
the surface initially appears with a toroidal topology.
Finally, in the bottom row of panel d, the interior region
has closed to yield an S2 topology. We have thus found a
coordinate transformation that cuts a hole out of the
spacelike crossover surface along the inseam.
D. Equal mass inspiral
The primary reason that the equal mass head-on merger
did not yield a toroidal event horizon is the rotational
symmetry of the system causing all the future generators
to join the horizon through caustics. A binary black hole
system in a quasicircular orbit removes this rotational
symmetry. We expect to see a more generic distribution of
caustics and crossover points similar to the ellipsoidal model,
enabling us to reslice the EH into a torus. For simplicity, we
FIG. 10. Initial data configuration for the ellipsoidal model
horizon in flat space. Similar to Fig. 5, but the initial data surface
is an ellipsoid rather than a sphere. The green dashed lines show
where the generators came from earlier in coordinate time and
that the trajectories met at different locations in the past.
FIG. 11. Similar to Fig. 6, but with an ellipsoidal horizon used
as initial data. The figures are zoomed in to show the small scale
features that arise as generators join the horizon.
FIG. 12. Zoomed-in slices of the ellipsoidal horizon shown in Fig. 11, covering a small duration of time near panel (c). The setup is
identical to Fig. 7.
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analyze a pair of nonspinning black holes, initially in a
quasicircular orbit with a separation of 17M.
We show the event horizon surfaces in Fig. 13, where the
camera is in the orbital plane and the orbital angular
momentum of the system is pointing up. The coordinate
transformation uses parameters with the label Case C in
Table I, and the amplitude is yet again quite small
compared to the figure size. The time and space centers,
t0 and ~r0, are chosen to coincide with the location where
the event horizons first meet. In this BBH, the neck joining
the event horizons has an elliptical shape, similar to what
was seen in the slices of the ellipsoidal model horizon.
We learned from the ellipsoidal model that the direction of
the major axis rˆmaj should be chosen roughly along the
direction in which the crossover generators were traveling
as they joined the horizon. The final parameter that is
important to tune is the width of the Gaussian perpendicular
to rˆmaj, σmin, such that it is smaller than the width of the
neck connecting the horizons.
Figure 14 shows a cartoon illustration of this coordinate
transformation overlaid on the event horizon in a barred
coordinate system. The camera viewpoints are chosen such
that in panel a rˆmaj is pointing up and in panel b rˆmaj is
pointing into the page. The major axis Gaussian width σmaj is
not shown to scale in this figure, but the precise value of σmaj
has little effect on the coordinate transformation once it is
sufficiently large. In panel a, the effect of the coordinate
transformation is only to pinch the neck in the t¯ coordinate
system in the region where the Gaussian is different than
zero. The minor axis Gaussian width σmin has most of the
control over the size of the hole, where a smaller width
causes a smaller (and thus harder to resolve numerically)
hole. Smaller values of σmin also result in sharper gradients of
the function G, which can cause the new lapse in Eq. (4) to
become imaginary. However, a minor axis width that is too
large gives a shallower gradient of the function t¯ ¼ tþ
Gðxi; tÞ, which could result in the lack of a toroidal horizon.
The torus is illuminated more clearly by taking spatial
cuts through the EH surface in both coordinate systems as
shown in Fig. 15. The vertical direction in the figure is
parallel to rˆmaj. The slices in this figure bear a remarkable
resemblance to the ellipsoidal model slices in Fig. 12,
suggesting that the future generators join the horizon in a
similar manner. In panel b, the first generators to join the
EH in the constant t slicing join through crossover points.
We are able to delay these generators such that the first
generators to join the horizon in the constant t¯ slicing
are spatially separated in the slice in panel c. As time
progresses forward, generators continue to join at the
interfaces between future generators and event horizon
regions in the t¯ slicing. Finally, in panel d, the two pieces of
the horizon connect after all the remaining generators in the
gap join the horizon.
FIG. 14. At t¯ ¼ 7539.943M, visualizing the Gaussian ellipse on top of the equal mass inspiral surface shown in the barred coordinate
system. In panel (a), rˆmaj is pointing upward, and it is pointing out of the page in panel (b). The minor axis width σmin is on the same
spatial scale as the width of the neck causing a pinching of the neck in panel (a) and causing a hole in the horizon surface to appear in
panel (b).
FIG. 13. EH generator surface for the equal mass inspiral, with the orbital angular momentum of the system pointing upward. A slice
of the neck will be analyzed in more detail in Fig. 15, and a close-up is seen in Fig. 16.
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Figure 16 shows up close what the hole in the horizon
looks like. The top and bottom rows are constant t and
constant t¯ slices. We are showing both the full generator
surface as well as the same spatial slice as seen in panel c of
Fig. 15. The constant t¯ slice shows clearly that there is a
hole in the event horizon surface, so the EH has a toroidal
topology. For the hole in the horizon, the EH surface
pinches off along a one-dimensional nonsmooth ring where
event horizon generators will continue to join through
crossover points. The left and right edges of the event
horizon surface shown in orange are also not smooth,
where generators continue to join through crossover points.
The final generators to join the event horizon surface do
so through caustic events, just as seen in the ellipsoidal
model (Fig. 12). This torus is seen in all three refinement
levels of the SPEC BBH evolution.
The coordinate transformation used does not guarantee
that constant t¯ hypersurfaces are spacelike. We therefore
must check that the new lapse α¯ is well behaved by
evaluating Eq. (4) in the region where t¯ differs from t,
that is, whereGðxi; tÞ is non-negligible. We construct a grid
of points centered about ~r0 and t0 to evaluate the new lapse
in the range of
t ¼ t0  4σt ð8aÞ
~x ¼ ~r0  4σmajrˆmaj  4σminrˆmin 1  4σminrˆmin 2; ð8bÞ
where rˆmin 1 and rˆmin 2 are unit vectors perpendicular to
each other and perpendicular to rˆmaj. Beyond this range,
the Gaussian function is vanishingly small [Gðxi; tÞ <
e−8 ¼ Oð10−4Þ] for our purposes.
We use a grid of points with Npts points distributed in
each dimension of the four-dimensional space defined by
Eq. (8b) to calculate the new lapse α¯ and check that it is
real. Because the new lapse is a function of the metric in the
SPEC coordinate system, we must interpolate the metric gμν
to the location in space and time where α¯ is to be calculated.
These interpolations are performed the same way as is done
during the generator evolution, described in the companion
paper [29].
Figure 17 shows the lapse squared in both the SPEC
coordinate system (α2) and in the new coordinate system
(α¯2) using a grid with 744 evenly distributed points over the
Gaussian. At each of the 74 times, we calculate the square
FIG. 15. Slices of the equal mass inspiral during the merger of Fig. 13, where the vertical direction in the figure is parallel to rˆmaj,
and the slice is taken through the hole in the EH. The slices have the same character as those in Fig. 12.
FIG. 16. Zoomed-in figure of the hole in the horizon. The full
event horizon generator surface including future generators are
shown at time 7539.948M corresponding to panel c of Fig. 15.
Supplementary Material for this toroidal event horizon can be
found at the webpage [34].
FIG. 17. Confirmation that the lapse is well behaved for both
the t and the t¯ coordinate systems. The minimum and maximum
values of α2 are plotted as a function of time. Note that the large
jump in the minimum lapse squared is caused by the domain
regrid as SPEC transitions into the ringdown, and the coordinate
transformation has no effect on the jump.
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of the lapse on 743 spatial points and plot the maximum
and minimum found in both coordinate systems. This plot
shows that the constant t¯ hypersurfaces are indeed space-
like, because α¯2 is positive at all times. It should be noted
that we could not check the lapse at all points on this wide
grid, since some of the points live off the SPEC evolution
domain because of the excision region inside the black
holes; however, these locations are guaranteed to be inside
the event horizon and so do not affect the event horizon. All
other points in the SPEC domain and in the space defined
by Eq. (8b) contribute to Fig. 17. The large spike in the
minimum lapse squared in both coordinate systems is an
expected feature from how the excision surfaces in SPEC
change during the BBH merger phase.
E. Baby event horizons
To obtain toroidal event horizons, we used a positive
amplitude Gaussian in our coordinate transformation in
Eq. (1b) to delay generators in a small region around where
the event horizons merge. We now consider the effect of a
negative amplitude Gaussian that will advance generators
in a small region.
The head-on BBH event horizon from Sec. III B has all
the future generators joining through caustics that form a
one-dimensional spacelike line along the inseam of the pair
of pants diagram. If we advance generators in a small
region near this line, we can push the time slice across this
spacelike line in a small region. The event horizon on the
new time slice would have the topology of three spheres
3 × S2 instead of 2 × S2 before the merger. In theory, we
could make our time slicing cross the spacelike line of
caustics as many times as we would like to create a
topology of n × S2, a possibility proved by Siino [9] in
corollary III.8. This is directly demonstrated in Fig. 18.
We have also created an additional “baby” event horizon in
more generic mergers such as the binary in Fig. 1, where
there are not only caustics but also crossover points.
Similarly, when we can reslice an event horizon to
produce a torus with one hole, we can reslice into a torus
with n holes. The crossover surface is spacelike, so we can
construct a slicing that intersects this crossover surface an
arbitrary number of times.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Siino [9] and Husa and Winicour [12] expected that
merging black hole event horizons should generically have
a brief toroidal topology. While simulations of rotating
collapsing matter have shown event horizons that appear
initially with a toroidal topology, the toroidal BBH event
horizon has remained hidden during numerical simulations.
While the 2þ 1-dimensional event horizon hypersurface
itself does not depend on the spacetime foliation, the choice
of spacetime foliation does affect the topology of the EH on
the slice. For the case of the inspiral and merger of two
equal mass nonspinning black holes, we find the event
horizon topology transitions directly from two spheres to
one sphere in the SPEC coordinate slicing. However, we
show directly that a toroidal event horizon is possible
through the use of a specially constructed coordinate
transformation. The topology of the event horizon in the
new coordinate system transitions from two spheres to a
short-lived torus before transitioning finally to one sphere.
No event horizons of merging black holes prior to this
paper have yielded a toroidal topology [14–16,22].
We believe that our reslicing method can be applied to
the merger of any black holes with sufficient asymmetry
(i.e., not including a head-on merger of black holes where
the symmetry prevents the possibility of a torus). Previous
work has numerically found a surface of crossover points
during the merger, where generators meet non-neighboring
generators as they join the EH surface. Because this surface
of crossover points is spacelike, we can apply our coor-
dinate transformation to “cut a hole” through the crossover
surface, while keeping the hypersurfaces of constant time
spacelike. We therefore agree with Siino [9] and Husa and
Winicour [12] that merging black holes should, in general,
briefly have a toroidal event horizon topology, with the
caveat that the torus may only exist in some foliations of the
spacetime. It is interesting that Siino and Husa and
Winicour predict tori generically and expect slicings where
there is no torus to be an exception to the rule. It is therefore
somewhat surprising that in the time slicing used in SPEC
and all other numerical codes it appears that slicings with a
toroidal event horizon are the exception to the rule.
FIG. 18. Event horizon of a head-on equal mass BBH merger, after performing the coordinate transformation with Case B of
Table I, but with a negative amplitude. Panel (a) is a zoomed-out view of panel (b), where the topology of the event horizon is three
spheres 3 × S2, before merging into one sphere in panel (c). Supplementary Material for this baby event horizon can be found at the
webpage [34].
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As for topological censorship, because we are explicitly
converting a spherical event horizon into a toroidal event
horizon with our coordinate transformation, we are satisfy-
ing topological censorship by construction. That is, we can
trivially reslice the event horizon back into a spherical
topology, removing the topological torus, implying that the
hole in the event horizon closes faster than the speed of
light. Therefore, a photon that appears to probe the top-
ology of the spacetime by passing through the hole in the
EH in one foliation of the spacetime will simply pass
between the event horizons before they merge in another
foliation. We note that, while it is true one can always
reslice a topological-censorship-satisfying torus into a
sphere, the reverse is not always true.
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